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A Beijing-based, foreign-owned travel agency.
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	    All of our tours are private, and all the itineraries are adjustable before and after the booking process. Our goal is to provide the most flexible and hassle-free China vacation packages that reflect your interests and allow you to travel the way you like. Our China experts will give you dedicated support during all stages of your trip, from the first moment you contact us to the conclusion of your tour.	





    
		
			Most Popular China Tours	   	

	




   
     
     
      
	  	
        
		  
          	 
			   [image: Golden Triangle of China]
			   Golden Triangle of China
            
            
             
             
                
		            9 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing-Xian-Shanghai Tour
	            

                
                
	                Why do we call Beijing, Xi'an, and Shanghai "the Golden Triangle?" The answer is simple: if you can only visit three Chinese...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   Beijing in 48 hours
            
            
             
             
                
		            2 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing Tour
	            

                
                
	                Two days in Beijing might not seem like very long, but it's just enough to tick off a few of the Chinese capital's must-see...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   Tale of Two Cities
            
            
             
             
                
		            5 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing-Shanghai Tour
	            

                
                
	                China is a land of contrasts, and no two cities encapsulate the country’s fascinating combination of old and new better...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   Beijing and the Great Wall in One Day
            
            
             
             
                
		            1 day		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing Tour
	            

                
                
	                So, you only have one day in Beijing and are worried about having enough time to see the best sights? Get ready for what...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   The Classic China Tour
            
            
             
             
                
		            13 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing-Xian-Guilin/Yangshuo-Shanghai...
	            

                
                
	                Want to go to China, but don't know where to start? This tour package is the one for you. Covering five incredible destinatio...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   Beijing in 72 hours
            
            
             
             
                
		            3 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing Tour
	            

                
                
	                There is no better way to immerse yourself in the history and culture of China's capital in a short amount of time than b...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   Chengdu and Golden Triangle
            
            
             
             
                
		            11 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing-Xi'an-Chengdu-Shanghai Tour
	            

                
                
	                This tour package goes a step further than our classic Golden Triangle tour, adding a visit to Chengdu, another of China...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   The Ancient Capitals
            
            
             
             
                
		            5 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing-Xi'an Tour
	            

                
                
	                On this truly eye-opening journey, you will get to know two of China's ancient capitals: Beijing, which has held the title...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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			   Beijing Relax and Unwind Tour
            
            
             
             
                
		            4 days		            
		            

		            
		            Beijing Tour
	            

                
                
	                If you are lucky enough to have four whole days to spend in Beijing, then you are in the perfect position to enjoy the sights...                

                
                
	                	                
					
						
							View trip						
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                Family Vacation
            
            
	
            
                
                Chinese Culture
            
            
	
            
                
                Adventure
            
            
	
            
                
                Gourmet
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                China at a Glance
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	              Great Wall of China Tours
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	              Beijing Tours
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	              Xi'an Tours
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	              Shanghai Tours
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	              Guilin & Yangshuo Tours
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	              Chengdu Tours
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	              Zhangjiajie Tours
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	              Suzhou Tours
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			Tips for Planning a Trip to China	   	

	





		
	    
	          
		        
		          
		            Report: Choices of Travelers to China
		          

		        
		        
		          		          
		            [image: Report: Choices of Travelers to China]
		          
		          		          Following the footsteps of other travelers can be a convenient and reliable way to plan a trip. In this report, our third annual tourism report, we take a look at the choices of the thousands of travelers we served in the year of 2019 and offer some insights into the...

		        

		      
	    

    

    	
	    
	          
		        
		          
		            10 Best Tours for First-Time Travelers to China
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		          		          China is a large and diverse country with a culture so varied and a history so long that it can be difficult to decide what cities and sights to prioritize when planning a trip. Where you go during your travels in China largely depends on the length of your trip and...
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  	Can't find what you're looking for? Contact us today to customize your tour

  

  
    
    Inquiry Form

	Let's get started! Fill out this form so we can start helping you plan your adventure in China

    

    

    
        
    
    
    
    
    
    
            
            Start date and city 
            	
                        






                    	
                        

City
Beijing
Shanghai
Guangzhou
Hongkong
Other






                    


        

            
        
        Duration
        	
                    


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
>20






                	
                    Day(s)
                


    

    
    
    
        
        Number of travelers
        	
                    


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20






                	
                    Adults (> 12 yrs)
                
	
                    


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20






                	
                    Children (2 - 12 yrs)
                
	
                    


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20






                	
                    Infants (< 2 yrs)
                


    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Group type

Family
Couple
Friends
Business
Solo
Other







        
        Destinations that you plan to visit
        
        
                             Great Wall of China
                
                             Beijing
                
                             Xi'an
                
                             Shanghai
                
                             Guilin & Yangshuo
                
                             Chengdu
                
                             Suzhou
                
                             Hangzhou
                
                         Other
            
        


        

    

    
    
Interests
 Culture
 Adventure
 Nature
 Chinese food
 Romance






    
Budget (per person)

Below 1499 USD
1500 to 2999 USD
3000 to 4999 USD
Above 5000 USD







    
Anything else you think we should know?






        
        Your full name
        	
                                        


Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
Other






                                    	
                    






                


    

    
    
Your email






    
    
        
    
Your nationality






    
Your Skype name






    
Your cellphone number






    
    
    
Preferred language

English
Français
Español
Deutsch







    
                    Submit            


    







    We will respond to your inquiry by email within one working day
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